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Outline: six questions

• Where should our efforts be focused?

• Where does formative assessment fit in?

• What makes effective teacher learning?

• How should teacher meetings be organized?

• What doesn’t get done?

• How will we know it’s working?
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Change 1969-1999

+14%

+8%

–5%

–8%

–3%

The world of work is changing

Skill category

A Complex communication

B Expert thinking/problem solving

C Non-routine manual

D Routine cognitive

E Routine manual

Which kinds of skill are disappearing fastest from the workplace?
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Why we need to raise achievement
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• In advanced economies, over the next 20 to 30 
years

– Between a quarter and a third of jobs could be offshored 
(Blinder, 2011)

– About half of all jobs could be done by machines (Frey & 
Osborne, 2013)

• The choice for young people

– Wait for someone else to invent a new job for you

– Create your own



What kinds of schools do we need?

School model Ethos Key process

Talent refineries School must provide 
opportunities for students 
to show what they can do

Ensuring good teaching and 
syllabus coverage

Talent incubators All students students can 
learn, but not all students 
can achieve at high levels

Drawing out what is within 
the student

Talent factories All students can achieve 
at high levels

“Whatever it takes”



The control-impact matrix

Control

Inside Outside

Impact

Low

Ability grouping School buildings

High

Classroom practice Poverty
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Why every school should do pareto analysis

• Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923)

– Economist, philosopher, and sociologist,
associated with the 80:20 rule

• Pareto improvement

– A change that can make at least one person
(e.g., a student) better off without making
anyone else (e.g., a teacher) worse off.

• Pareto efficiency/Pareto optimality

– An allocation (e.g., of resources) is Pareto efficient or 
Pareto optimal when there are no more Pareto 
improvements
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Using research evidence
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Understanding meta-analysis
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• A technique for aggregating results from different 
studies by converting empirical results to a common 
measure (usually effect size)

• Standardized effect size is defined as:

• Problems with meta-analysis
– The “file drawer” problem

– Variations in intervention quality

– Variation in population variability

– Selection of studies

– Sensitivity of outcome measures



Meta-analysis in education

• Some problems are unavoidable:

– Sensitivity to instruction

– Selection of studies

• Some problems are avoidable

– File-drawer problem

– Quality

– Variation in variability

• Unfortunately, most of the people doing meta-
analysis in education

– don’t discuss the unavoidable problems, and

– don’t avoid the avoidable ones
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Best-evidence synthesis
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Relevant studies

• Fuchs & Fuchs (1986)

• Natriello (1987)

• Crooks (1988)

• Bangert-Drowns, et al. (1991)

• Dempster (1991)

• Dempster (1992)

• Kluger & DeNisi (1996)

• Black & Wiliam (1998)

• Nyquist (2003)

• Elshout-Mohr (1994)

• Brookhart (2004)

• Allal & Lopez (2005)

• Köller (2005)

• Brookhart (2007)

• Wiliam (2007)

• Hattie & Timperley (2007)

• Shute (2008)

• Kingston & Nash (2011)
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Where the learner 
is going

Where the learner
is now

How to get 
the learner there

Teacher

Peer

Student

Unpacking Formative Assessment

Clarifying, 
sharing, and 

understanding 
learning 

intentions

Eliciting evidence 
of learning

Providing 
feedback that 

moves learners 
forward

Activating students as learning
resources for one another

Activating students as
owners of their own learning
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Where the learner 
is going

Where the learner
is now

How to get 
the learner there

Teacher

Peer

Student

Unpacking Formative Assessment
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Using evidence of 
achievement to adapt what 

happens in classrooms to 
meet learner needs 



The relationship of 
formative assessment to 
other policy priorities
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Educational Endowment Foundation toolkit
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Intervention Cost Quality of 
evidence

Extra months 
of learning

Feedback ££    +8

Metacognition and self-regulation ££     +8

Peer tutoring ££     +6

Early years intervention £££££     +6

One to one tuition ££££     +5

Homework (secondary) £    +5

Collaborative learning £     +5

Phonics £     +4

Small group tuition £££     +4

Behaviour interventions £££   +4

Digital technology ££££     +4

Social and emotional learning £     +4



Educational Endowment Foundation toolkit
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Intervention Cost Quality of 
evidence

Extra months 
of learning

Parental involvement £££    +3

Reducing class size £££££    +3

Summer schools £££   +3

Sports participation £££   +2

Arts participation ££    +2

Extended school time £££   +2

Individualized instruction £    +2

After school programmes ££££   +2

Learning styles £    +2

Mentoring £££    +1

Homework (primary) £    +1



Educational Endowment Foundation toolkit
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Intervention Cost Quality of 
evidence

Extra months 
of learning

Teaching assistants ££££   0

Performance pay ££  0

Aspiration interventions £££  0

Block scheduling £   0

School uniform £  0

Physical environment ££  0

Ability grouping £    -1



Where the learner 
is going
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How to get 
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Peer
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Formative assessment and other priorities

• Formative assessment is an integral part of many 
current policy priorities:

– Framework for teaching (Danielson)

– Differentiated instruction (Tomlinson)

– Response to (instruction and) intervention
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Framework for teaching (Danielson 1996)

• Four domains of professional practice

1. Planning and preparation

2. Classroom environment

3. Instruction

4. Professional responsibilities

• Links with student achievement (Sartain, et al. 
2011)

– Domains 1 and 4: no impact on student achievement

– Domains 2 and 3: some impact on student achievement
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The framework in detail

• Domain 2: The classroom environment
– 2a: Creating an environment of respect and rapport

– 2b: Establishing a culture for learning

– 2c: Managing classroom procedures

– 2d: Managing student behavior

– 2e: Organizing physical space

• Domain 3: Instruction
– 3a: Communicating with students

– 3b: Using questioning and discussion techniques

– 3c: Engaging students in learning

– 3d: Using assessment in instruction

– 3e: Demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness
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Formative assessment and domain 3

• Communicating with 
students

• Using questioning and 
discussion techniques

• Engaging students in 
learning

• Using assessment in 
instruction

• Demonstrating flexibil-
ity and responsiveness

• Sharing learning intentions 
with students

• Eliciting evidence

• Feedback

• Students as learning 
resources

• Students as owners of 
their learning

Framework for teaching Classroom formative assessment
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Differentiated instruction: not a new idea

• Differentiation in action (Stradling & Saunders, 1993)

• Differences in
– educational goals

– curriculum structure

– course content

– learning tasks

– teaching approach

– pace of learning

– assessment

– review
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Most definitions of DI are vague

“While the concept of ‘differentiated instruction’ can be defined in 
many ways, as good a definition as any is ensuring that what a 
student learns, how he/she learns it, and how the student 
demonstrates what he/she has learned is a match for that student's 
readiness level, interests, and preferred mode of learning.” 
(Tomlinson, 2004 p. 188)

“To differentiate instruction is to recognize students' varying 
background knowledge, readiness, language, preferences in learning 
and interests; and to react responsively. Differentiated instruction is 
a process to teaching and learning for students of differing abilities 
in the same class.” (Hall, Strangman, & Meyer, 2011)
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Differentiated instruction and formative assessment 
26

Aspects of differentiated instruction (Hall, Strangman & Meyer, 2008) FA?

C
o

n
te

n
t Several elements and materials are used

Align tasks and objectives to learning goals 3

Instruction is concept-focused and principle-driven

P
ro

ce
ss Flexible grouping is consistently used

Classroom management benefits students and teachers

P
ro

d
u

ct
s Initial and on-going assessment of student readiness and growth 3

Students are active and responsible explorers 3

Vary expectations and requirements for student responses 3

M
is

ce
lla

n
e

o
u

s

Clarify key concepts and generalizations

Use assessment as a teaching tool 3

Emphasize critical and creative thinking as a goal in lesson design

Engaging all learners is essential 3

Balance between teacher-assigned and student-selected tasks



Response to (instruction and) intervention

“Response to intervention integrates assessment and intervention within a 
multi-level prevention system to maximize student achievement and 
reduce behavior problems. With RTI, schools identify students at risk for 
poor learning outcomes, monitor student progress, provide evidence-
based interventions and adjust the intensity and nature of those 
interventions depending on a student’s responsiveness, and identify 
students with learning disabilities.” (National Center on Response to 
Intervention, 2010)

• Two “creation myths” for RT(I)I

– A protocol for preventing academic failure (progress 
monitoring, early—research-based—intervention)

– An alternative to IQ testing in the identification of
learning disabilities
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Response to (instruction and) intervention

• Key points

– Tier 1 must be high-quality, evidence-based instruction

– Student progress must be monitored

– Failure to progress triggers additional support

• Formative assessment

– Makes tier 1 instruction as effective as it can be

– Allows assessment of progress (for tier 2 assessment)
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Recent meta-analytic findings

Content area N 95% confidence interval for effect size

Lower Mean Upper

Mathematics 19 0.14 0.17 0.20

English Language Arts 4 0.30 0.32 0.34

Science 17 0.06 0.19 0.31

Total 40

Mean effect size ≈ 0.20

A big effect size

Equivalent to a 50% to 70% increase in the rate of learning

Kingston and Nash (2011, 2015)



Formative Assessment: A contested term

Span

Length

Impact

Long-cycle Medium-cycle Short-cycle

Across terms, 
teaching units

Four weeks to
one year

Monitoring, 
curriculum 
alignment

Within and 
between 
lessons

Minute-by-
minute and 
day-by-day

Engagement, 
responsiveness

Within and 
between 

teaching units

One to four 
weeks

Student-
involved 

assessment
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Main Approaches to Formative Assessment

• Professional Learning Communities

“…an inclusive group of people, motivated by a shared 
learning vision, who support and work with each other, 
finding ways, inside and outside their immediate 
community, to enquire on their practice and together learn 
new and better approaches that will enhance all pupils’ 
learning.” (Stoll et al., 2006)

• Two main approaches

– Focus on outcomes for students

– Focus on increased teacher capacity
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Complementary Processes

Instructional Data Teams

 Quality control

 Common assessments

 Improvement through 
better team work and 
systems

 Focus on individual 
outcomes for students

 Regular meetings focused 
on data

 16 points on PISA (in two to 
three years)

Teacher Learning Communities

 Quality assurance

 Highly structured meetings

 Improvement through 
increased teacher capacity

 Focus on teachers’ 
individual accountability for 
change

 Regular meetings focused 
on teacher change

 30 points on PISA (in two to 
three years)
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What makes effective 
teacher learning?
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The knowing-doing gap (Pfeffer 2000)

Statement
We know we

should do this
We are

doing this

Getting ideas from other units in the chain 4.9 4.0

Instituting an active suggestions program 4.8 3.9

Detailed assessment processes for new hires 5.0 4.2

Posting all jobs internally 4.2 3.5

Talking openly about learning from mistakes 4.9 4.3

Providing employees with frequent feedback 5.7 5.2

Sharing information on financial performance 4.3 3.8
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Strategies for change (Heath & Heath, 2010)

• Direct the rider

– Follow the bright spots (malnutrition in Vietnam)

– Script the critical moves (1% milk, 25 points)

– Point to the destination (no dry holes)

• Motivate the elephant

– Find the feeling (gloves on the table)

– Shrink the change (five-minute room makeover)

– Grow your people (mindset)

• Shape the path

– Tweak the environment (popcorn study, one-click)

– Build habits (don’t tax the rider, action triggers)

– Rally the herd (free spaces in hospitals)
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Strategies for teacher change

• Direct the rider

– Follow the bright spots (volunteers vs. conscripts)

– Script the critical moves (structured meetings)

– Point to the destination (NCLB)

• Motivate the elephant

– Find the feeling (the moral imperative)

– Shrink the change (small steps)

– Grow your people (all teachers can improve)

• Shape the path

– Tweak the environment (time for teacher learning)

– Build habits (create routines and structures)

– Rally the herd (make new mistakes)
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Teacher learning 
communities
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Teacher learning communities

• Plan that the TLC will run for two years.
• Identify 10 to 12 interested colleagues:

– Composition:
• Similar assignments (e.g., early years, math/science)
• Mixed subject/mixed phase
• Hybrid

• Secure institutional support for:
– Monthly meetings (75–120 minutes each, inside or outside 

school time)
– Time between meetings (two hours per month in school 

time):
• Collaborative planning
• Peer observation

– Any necessary waivers from school policies
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A “signature pedagogy” for teacher learning

• Every monthly TLC meeting should follow the same 
structure and sequence of activities:

– Activity 1: Introduction and starter activity (5 minutes)

– Activity 2: Introduction and starter activity (5 minutes)

– Activity 3: Feedback (25–50 minutes)

– Activity 4: New learning about formative assessment       
(20–40 minutes)

– Activity 5: Personal action planning (15 minutes)

– Activity 6: Review of learning (5 minutes)
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Activities 1, 2, 3, 5, 6: “Bookends”

• For each of these five activities, the process is 

exactly the same at each TLC meeting

• This provides a familiar structure for teachers to 

get better together

– As the structure fades into the background,

– The learning comes into the foreground

• Teachers come to the meeting knowing what is 

expected of them
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Ground-rules for TLCs

• Norms of collaboration (Garmston & Wellman, 
1999)

• Seven powerful Ps

– Pausing

– Paraphrasing

– Probing

– Putting ideas on the table (and pulling them off!)

– Paying attention to self and others

– Presuming positive intentions

– Pursuing a balance between advocacy and inquiry
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Activity 1: Introduction

• Sharing learning intentions for the meeting
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Activity 2: Starter

• A variety of warm-up activities to get participants’ 
minds to the meeting:

– Think of something you are looking forward to this year

– 30-seconds to get “things off your chest” about what 
infuriates you about your job

– 30 seconds to tell the group about something that 
happened within the last month and made you feel good 

– Think of something that happened in a lesson this year 
that made you smile

– Think of something that one of your colleagues did last 
term that supported you 

– Go back to the TLC ‘ground rules’
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Activity 3: Feedback

• Routines need to be established, expectations 
shared, and structure maintained.

• Similar expectations regarding preparation and 
engagement.

– Coming to the meeting knowing they will be sharing 
their own formative assessment experiences.

– Being prepared to offer constructive, thoughtfully 
conceived feedback to colleagues.

– Being prepared to challenge ideas that may be good 
classroom practice but are not necessarily tightly related 
to formative assessment.
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Activity 4: New learning

• Drip-feed’ of new ideas, to increase knowledge, 
and to produce variety

– Watch videos of classroom practice

– Book study (one chapter each month)

– New formative assessment techniques
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Activity 5: Personal action planning

• Each teacher updates his or her personal action 
plan

• Makes a specific commitment about what they will 
do over the coming month

• Arranges any support needed from colleagues

– Specific date and time for peer observation
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Activity 6: Wrap

• Did the meeting meet its intended objectives

– If yes, great

– If no, time to plan what to do about it
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Every TLC needs a leader

• The job of the TLC leader(s):

– To ensure that all necessary resources (including 
refreshments!) are available at meetings

– To ensure that the agenda is followed

– To maintain a collegial and supportive environment

• But most important of all:

– It is not to be the formative assessment “expert.”
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Peer observation

• Run to the agenda of the observed, not the 
observer:

– Observed teacher specifies focus of observation:
• E.g., teacher wants to increase wait time.

– Observed teacher specifies what counts as evidence:
• Provides observer with a stopwatch to log wait times.

– Observed teacher owns any notes made during the 
observation.
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To find out more…

www.dylanwiliam.net



Thank You

www.dylanwiliam.net
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